Introduction
Purpose of this paper is to give a criterion for linearizing analytic mappings f:C{x} p -^C{x} 9 between spaces of convergent power series in n variables. Such mappings often occur as defining equations of specific subsets of power series spaces relevant to singularity theory and local analytic geometry. One wants to show that these subsets actually are submanifolds. To this end the defining map has to be linearized locally by analytic automorphisms of source and target.
For maps between finite-dimensional or Banach spaces the appropriate tool is the Rank Theorem: maps of constant rank have smooth fibers. It is established as a direct consequence of the Inverse Mapping Theorem. But this is known to fail for spaces more general than Banach spaces.
The same happens in our situation: we can indicate simple examples of analytic maps between power series spaces which are not local analytic isomorphisms at a given point although the tangent map at this point is an isomorphism. Extra assumptions will be necessary. There are, in fact, extensions of the Inverse Mapping Theorem beyond the frame of Banach spaces, see [G, Ham, L, P3] , They involve technical conditions which it seems hard to verify in our situation.
Instead, we shall develop an Inverse Mapping Theorem which is adapted to the , 0) the stabilizer group G^ of a given power series h under the natural action of G on (9^ is a submanifold and thus a Lie subgroup (Theorem 4.1). Its Lie algebra consists of the vector fields which annihilate A. Similar results hold for the contact group K and show that hypersurfaces X C (C 71 , 0) are determined up to isomorphism by their Lie group of embedded automorphisms (Theorem 4.2). Let us briefly indicate how the Rank Theorem above is proven. As in all theorems of this type one estimates the size of the terms of order ^ 2 in comparison to the tangent map at 0. In the present situation, the spaces are filtered by Banach spaces. The map/ is shown to respect these nitrations and thus induces by restriction Banach analytic maps. Each of those can be linearized locally by the Rank Theorem for Banach spaces.
The point is to show that the linearizing automorphisms of each level glue together to well-defined analytic automorphisms u and v of E^ and F at 0. It is here that the restriction off to E^ C E is used. Moreover, in the construction of u and v, scissions of -linear maps E -->• F are needed and have to be estimated. This relies on the Division Theorem for power series in the version of Grauert and Hironaka with norm estimates.
The first three sections present the notion of constant rank and the main results. This is applied in section 4 to show the smoothness of stabilizer groups. Sections 5 to 7 are auxiliary and collect technical tools needed in the proofs.
The results of the present paper were announced in [HM1] . The first named author thanks the members of the Max-Planck-Institut in Bonn for their hospitality during part of the work on this article.
Constant rank and flatness
For our purposes a definition of constant rank weaker than the one given in Bourbaki [B] is convenient. For an analytic f: U -> F with UCE open we do not assume that there is some closed J such that Im T,/®J = F holds pointwise for all a near OQ. We only require that this equality holds analytically in a, namely that any analytic curve in F decomposes uniquely as a sum of curves in Im T^f and J. Let us give this sentence a precise meaning. For a topological vector space F (Hausdorff, locally convex and sequentially complete), consider the tangent bundle TV = F x F and subbundles Jp = F x J where J C F is a closed subspace, together with the tangent bundle map Define ry^(Jp) in an obvious way as space of sections over fy with values in J. Then f is said to have constant rank at OQ e U if the image of T f has a topological direct complement J Im7V©J=F such that for all analytic germs y : (C, 0) -> E with f{0) = flg r/(r,(rE))®r/,(^)=r/,(rF)
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(as an algebraic direct sum). This means that any analytic section a of TF over/y can be written uniquely as a sum of a section T ofjp overly and a composition (Tf) p where p is a section of TE over y cr == {Tf) p + T.
We sometimes say that f has constant rank at OQ w.r.t. J. On the other hand, f is called flat at OQ if for all analytic germs y : (C, 0) -> E with y(0) = OQ the evaluation map Ker(r/: ^(TE) -> I\(rF)) -> Ker(r^/: E ^ F) is surjective. This means that for any b e E with T /(&) = 0 there is an analytic germ t (-> bt in E with bo == 6 and T^f(b^) == 0 for all ^ (" lifdng ofreladons "). In the special case where the tangent map T^foffsit OQ is injective, y is automatically flat at a^. Then t h-» (/(yW)? ^)) is contained in r^(rF). Suppose that/ has constant rank at OQ w.r.t. J. The existence part of the constant rank condition allows to write
with analytic germs t v-> c^ in E and t \-> d^ in J. Then the analytic germ t \-> b^ = b --t.cî n E satisfies b^ = b and T^f(b^) == t.d^ ej for all ^. The uniqueness part of the constant rank condition implies T^f(b^) = 0 for all t. b) Let bt be an analytic curve in E with ^ == T^f{bt) ej for all t. In particular, CQ == T^f(bo) = 0. By assumption there is an analytic curve b^ in E with b^ == b^ and T^f(bt) == 0 for all t. This yieldŝ
Since &o -&o = 0 one can factor out t on both sides and then prove by induction on the order that c^ -= 0 for all t. This proves the Proposition.
In the cases we shall be concerned with the existence part of the constant rank condition will be automatic (and thus, roughly speaking, constant rank will be equivalent to flatness). [U, 2.7] . For a eU consider ?a == Tjala + idy ~ la e L(F, F).
As 9 == id we may assume after shrinking U that all 9^ are invertible. We see that a ^ 9^1 is analytic. Then c{t) = ^9^^ b(t} and d(t) = (idp -la) 9^ b(t) define analytic curves in E, respectively J satisfying
This proves the Proposition. In section 5, remark b), we deduce: Since TQ/ is injective, f is flat at 0, hence of constant rank. But Im T^f = C^ for (0) =t= 0 and Im T^f= {x). Thus for a close to 0 the images of the tangent maps T^f do not have a simultaneous direct complement.
• a ^ a + (MX) (a 2 -^(0)) has Gateaux-differential :To/== id. Again f has constant rank at 0 and for a close to 0 the kernels of the tangent maps T^f do not have a simultaneous direct complement, see the example of section 6.
The Rank Theorem in Banach scales
For the notion of Banach scales and compatible maps see section 6. Iff and a are compatible with the filtrations, assumption (i) can be replaced by the condition that f has constant rank at 0 (w.r.t. some other complement J'), see Proposition 1,2. If the image of / admits a topological direct complement J then constant rank is necessary forjFto be linearizable near 0. In fact, / has constant rank at 0 w.r.t. J since T^l == I for all a e E. Observe that (i) plus (ii) imply in particular Bourbaki's rank condition.
Rank Theorem
Proof. -Set u == id^ + ah: U -> E. Then u is analytic and compatible at 0 with u{0) == 0 and TQU=id^. By the norm estimate in (ii) the Inverse Mapping Theorem 6.2 applies: u is a local analytic automorphism ofE at 0. Note that laf== lal + lah == / + Ich == lu, hence lcfu~1 == / near 0. Replacing / by fu~1 we may assume that lcf== I. The map v = idp -(idp -la)fal<s is a local analytic automorphism of F at 0 with inverse idp + (idp -la^fala. Assume for the moment that f=fal near 0. Then
near 0 as required. The equality f==fal follows from the constant rank condition: a being a scission of /, al is a linear projection onto a topological direct complement of K === Keri in E. It suffices to show that T^f\^ == 0 for all a eE close to 0. But lqf== I from above implies /= I + (id? -la)f, hence T^f== I + (idp -la) T^f. Fix a point a in an absolutely convex open neighborhood of 0 in U, and consider the analytic curve y : (C, 0) -> E, y(<) = t.a. For b e K == Ker / we get T^f{b) =(idp-fo) T^/(6), so that (/Y, T,f{b)) e T/(r,(TE)) n 1^).
By assumption (i) T^f(b) must be 0 for ^ close to 0. Then T^f{b) == 0 by analydc continuation. This proves r^/|^==0 and the Theorem. Proof. -a/Since / is injecdve/is flat at 0 and thus has constant rank at 0. Therefore f can be linearized locally. From the equality lal = / we obtain an analytic map g with^/=/. Moreover, injectivity of/ implies that/is locally injecdve. Thus gf== idg.
b) In case / is surjective one has la = idp. The beginning of the proof of the Rank Theorem shows that lafu~1 = I, hence fu~1 a = la = idp.
The Rank Theorem in power series spaces
Fix a weight vector X == (Xo, X') eR 14 -" with Z-linearly independent components \ > 1. It induces a Banach scale structure on 0^ = U Q^{s} where (0^{s) are the subspaces on which | ^==.2,1^1^ for b==^b^e (P, is finite. Moreover, 6^ becomes a Banach scale by The pseudonorm is contractive, |M|,< || a \\,. for fleE^ and ^<j', because \ ^ 1. Set /=7 + h with / == T^f and A: E, -> F of order ^ 2. Let A, == SA^ be the power series expansion of kg in continuous homogeneous polynomials and set i h,\, = S | h^ | ^ for r > 0, cf. [U] . We prove: There are constants 0 < ^3 < 1/<?(<? + 1) and r> 0 such that, for all small s> 0, l(^)Jr^ c^r.
Let us show ^: Let N be the number of monic monomials of degree c in the variables x^, ..., ^. Let p : Q^ -> E<, == m^O^ be the canonical surjecdve ^-linear map. Provide 0^ -p with the Banach scale structure given by 
Application: stabilizer groups
We apply the preceding results to prove the smoothness of stabilizer groups. Let G = Aut(C", 0) be the group of germs of analytic automorphisms of (C!^ 0) and p be a natural number. The contact group K is the semidirect product It restricts to a bijective map (l^nH-^UnB,) x H,.
Therefore H is a submanifold of K.
c) To prove the existence of a let a^ be the Lie algebra of A^ and TT^ : k ~> at he tangent map of TC^. Moreover let h = k^ and b^ = ^c(h). Using again the Approximation Theorem it is checked that b^ is the Lie algebra of Bg. By solving an appropriate initial value problem one can show that the Lie group K admits an exponential map exp:k ->• K, i.e., an analytic map such that for all (D, v) ek the map
C -> K : t \-^ exp t(D, v)
is a one-parameter subgroup with initial velocity vector (D, v), see also [PI, sec. 1] . Since the exponential map of the finite-dimensional Lie group A^ is a local analytic isomorphism near 0 e a^ and since the exponential map of K maps h into H, see step d) below, the existence of the section a follows from the corresponding infinitesimal assertion: TCC : k -> a^ admits a continuous linear section T : a^ -> k which restricts to a section b^ -> h of the restriction h -> b^. For this take the canonical section T() : a^ -> k which maps (D^, z^) e a^ onto the unique polynomial of degree ^ c -1 in the fiber of (D^, z^). Let now XC (C^, 0) be a reduced hypersurface defined as zero-fiber X == /r^O) of some A e ^. Let G^={yEG,y(X)=X} be the group of embedded automorphisms of X. Thus Gx={?eG,Aocpe^.A}.
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For 9 e Gx the factor a e 0^ such that ho 9 == h.a is a unit which is uniquely determined by 9. Therefore the projection K -> G : (9, a) i-> 9 induces an isomorphism of groups K^ ^> GX. Thus we may view G^ as a Lie group. IfXis isomorphic to another hypersurface YC (C^ 0), say defined by g e 0^^ then h and g are in the same K-orbit: g == (^09).^ for some (9, a) e K. Conjugation with (9, a) induces an isomorphism K^ -^ K.^ of Lie groups. In particular, the Lie group structure on G^ is independent of the chosen equation A, and isomorphic hypersurfaces X, Y have isomorphic Lie groups Gx, Gy. The converse is also true: 
Scissions of ^-linear maps
In order to construct and control scissions of ^-linear maps we need a version of the Grauert-Hironaka Division Theorem with special attention paid to norm estimates [Ga] , [Haul.
For fixed X= (Xo, X') eR^4'^ with Z-linearly independent components \, elements ofN 14^ are ordered by zoc < j (B ifX(ia) 
Banach scales
For details and the basic notions of this and the next section we refer the reader to [BS, He, Gr, U] . A Banach scale is a topological vector space E, HausdorfF, locally convex, and sequentially complete together with pseudonorms [ [5, s eJ!L and .?>(), such that (i) 3! s<s' then | |^ | ^, (ii) E^ := { a e E, | a \y < oo } is a Banach space with norm | |g, (iii) E === Ug Eg as topological vector space with the final topology.
We often say that E is a Banach scale. But the reader is reminded that the Banach spaces E, with their fixed norms | |g are part of the structure.
Remarks, -a)
For r e R, r > 0, let Bg(0, r) = { a e Eg, ] a |g < r} be the open ball of radius r. Then B(0, r) : == U, B,(0, r) is open in E. Indeed, for s< s' and a 6 E,» C E, we have | a \y ^ | a |,., hence B^(0, r) C B,(0, r) . Therefore B(0, r) n E,, == B^(0, r)u U^ (B,(0, r) n E,,) is open in E^ as E^ C E, is continuous for s < s\ b) Let F be a closed linear subspace of a Banach scale E == U^ E,. Then F == U, F, with F, == E^ n F is a Banach scale. In fact, it is immediately seen that a subset A C F is relatively closed if and only if A n Fg is closed in F, for all s. Thus the final topology of F with respect to the inclusions Fg C F coincides with the relative topology, which proves (iii). c) Let F be a Banach scale. Every decomposition F = I ©J as an algebraic direct sum of closed linear subspaces is in fact topological. To show this it is enough to prove that the projection TT : F -> I with kernel J is continuous. By the Closed Graph Theorem [Gr, chapter 4.1.5, Theorem 2] it suffices to show that graph TT is closed. But this is obvious from graph n = { [a, b) e F ® I, a -b ej }.
A continuous linear map /: E -> F between Banach scales is called compatible if, for small s, I restricts to a map ly: E^ -> F,. Then /, is necessarily a continuous linear map. Since the relative topology on F, induced from F is a Hausdorff topology coarser than its Banach space topology this follows from the Closed Graph Theorem, see [Gr, chapter 1.14, Corollary to Theorem 10]. 
-ce
Using <:< !/<?(<? + 1) we see that c' < \je. Hence the whole argument above can be applied to g with r and c replaced by r' and c\ Setting r" == ((!/<?) -^') .r' we find an analytic map /: B(0, r") -^E with ^o/^id^,^. Uniqueness of the inverse implies/=/|B(o,r-)-Thus/: B(0, r") ->/(B(0, r")) is an analytic isomorphism. is the power series expansion on | a \ < r.
Analytic maps between power series spaces
We now specialize to power series spaces. Equip 0^ with pseudonorms defined through weight vectors as in section 5. Then (P^s) = { a e Q^ \ a |, < oo } is a Banach space and ^ = U, Q^{s) with the final topology a Banach scale [GR] . Partial differentiation and integration (9^ -> 0^ as well as algebra homomorphisms 0^ -> 0^ and fi^-module homomorphisms are continuous linear maps, hence analytic. The next result characterizes analytic maps with finite-dimensional domain [Mti2, sec. 6]: The main examples of analytic maps between power series spaces are given by substitution: Proof. -We may assume q = 1. a) Propositions 6.1 and 7.1 imply that/is analytic. For a eU and b e^, let h(t) =f{a + tb), t eC close to 0. Then h{t) {x) ^g (x,a+tb) =:7i{x,t) .
By Proposition 7.1 c) we have
TaAb) = ^l^0 = w^ ^l^0 == si ^^ ^• 6^1 For small ^ the f^ are continuous homogeneous polynomials 0^(s) -> 0^{s) of degree k. For fleB^O^r), r sufficiently small, the series S^j^(fl) converges to f{a) in ^(^). Hence/restricts to an analytic map B,(0, r) ->(P^{s) . This proves b) and c).
